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In the Shadow of the Castle 
 
I lived in Norwich during what they sometimes call my formative years, that is between the 
ages of four and seventeen. As a young child I lived first in a Council house on West Earlham 
estate, and later in a tumbledown Georgian house in the City Centre. My parents then built a 
new house at Eaton, some three miles down the Newmarket Road. I went to school in Norwich. 
As a teenager I had a love-hate relationship with the City. I worked for a time for Mackintosh’s 
and Norfolk County Council. Norwich was my base whilst at university, and I have continued 
to visit. Looking back over a distance in time, mellowed and a little less judgemental, I can 
happily concur that Norwich really is – in the words of its entry signs “A Fine City’.  
 
It is amazing how fresh many of the memories still are. Then again, they may not be completely 
accurate. People always say that you can’t remember very much about your early years, but 
the mix of sights, sounds and smells remains surprisingly powerful. 
 
We moved from Freshfield Close to Scoles Green in 1953 and stayed until the spring of 1957. 
Number 8 Scoles Green was a very decrepit Georgian building with many secrets. It was the 
perfect home for a small boy with a vivid imagination. Although often described as having three 
storeys, it actually comprised four. The basement rooms were only apparent from the rear of 
the building, the whole being built into the slope of the hill. We only really inhabited the middle 
two storeys. The basement was used to store bicycles and gardening equipment; the top 
storey was in too decayed a state to be habitable, and remained essentially empty. 
 

 
 
I suspect it was my father’s dream to live somewhere in the city centre where he would be 
closer to his work and have sufficient space for an office. Perhaps my mother shared this 
dream. Perhaps not, but they both seemed very happy. My parents were definitely drawn by 
the character and history of the house and its surroundings, and to have more space. I suspect 
that they were also keen to escape the Council estate. The latter, although an admirable place 
to live in terms of modernity and amenities, possibly had little to offer two educated and curious 
people. It was not that the residents of West Earlham were particularly unpleasant, but rather 
that they had very little in common with my essentially middle class parents. And, the 
environment was perfectly alright, but not very stimulating or exciting. So, I don’t know my 
parents’ real motivation for the move, but it was their project. 
 

No.8 Scoles Green featured in 
‘Disappearing Norwich’ written 
by George Plunkett and 
published in 1987. Plunkett 
wrote “The addition of a third 
storey, unlit by windows at the 
front, gave a somewhat strange 
appearance to No. 7 [sic] 
Scole’s Green”. He got the 
number wrong. And he didn’t 
mention that the strange 
appearance also results from 
the two upstairs windows being 
blocked to avoid window tax – 
probably in the early C19th.  
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I imagine that my father found out that the house at Scole’s Green was available to let through 
his contacts at the Art School. It was the property of the Great Hospital, to whom they paid the 
rent. The latter I recall as being 2 shillings and 6 pence per week.   
 
The house straddled the eastern end of Scole’s Green. The changing slope of the land can 
be seen in Plunkett’s1 photograph, with the break of slope just outside the front door. To the 
north, on the left as you face the house, the narrow Stepping Lane ran steeply down to King 
Street, while to the south (or right side) another small lane – Market Lane – ran down towards 
Thorn Lane. 
 
These changes of slope were readily apparent even to a small boy. I was always rather 
surprised when our visitors referred, rather sniffily, to the flatness of Norfolk or the lack of 
geographical features. What could be further from the truth? Leaving Scole’s Green in any 
direction involved a stiff climb up or down hill. Coming out of the front door and turning 
northwards, it felt as though one was joining a stream course that swept you round the corner 
and down Stepping Lane to King Street at the bottom. A walk into town would take you uphill 
towards the old cattle market while, from our upstairs windows, you could look across the 
valley of the Wensum to the towering tree-clad heights of Thorpe St Andrew with its white 
water tower, and away towards Mousehold Heath. 
 
The house was entered through the large front door. A small and poorly lit lobby area gave 
access left into the kitchen and dining room and right into the sitting room. A flight of stairs 
went towards the upper storeys, and a sprung door ahead and left gave access to the narrow 
stairs leading down into the basement. This door was the scene of another of my many 
accidents. It gave out direct onto the stairs and was supposed to be kept locked when not in 
use. One day it wasn’t. I lent back on it and disappeared backwards down the steps, cracking 
my head on the wall at the bottom. I saw stars and it hurt for some days after.  
 
The main rooms were very large by modern standards, and with high ceilings. This made them 
difficult to paint, furnish and keep at a reasonable temperature. The kitchen was a small room 
– I imagine a fairly recent addition as the main services were still in the basement. A Belfast 
sink and wooden draining board sat alongside my mother’s newly-installed gas cooker. The 
previous owner, Mrs Cracknell, having been an exceptionally tall woman, had all the kitchen 
services fitted high above floor level. My mother, being quite short, had to make use of an 
upturned wooden vegetable crate to reach the sink.  
 
The house still contained many of its original features. It had gas lights that worked, though 
we generally used the new-fangled electric ones. Light bulbs hung down from the high ceiling 
roses, and on these my parents fitted wire shades which my mother had purchased in Woollies 
and brightly-coloured cloth covers that she made. The wind howled on occasion through the 
ancient floorboards. These were bare over wide areas because we couldn’t afford floor 
coverings. In the living room we had a second-hand carpet – not a fitted one – that was turned 
upside down because its underside was less worn than its upper side. Also, the bare beige 
colour looked, I suspect, a bit more modern that the green foliage pattern on the reverse side. 
This would have been very important to my father, who would have liked everything to look 
like a set from the Festival of Britain.  
 
Each door had a variety of home-made rugs and draft excluders. But, the drafts were not 
excluded. It was while crawling around to see where one of these draughts came from, that I 
discovered a George III penny jammed between two floorboards. The only way to keep warm 
was to dress up well, lift your feet onto the chair and cover yourself with a blanket.  
 

 
1 George Plunkett (1913-2006) amassed an excellent collection of photographs of old Norwich, many 
of which can be seen at http://www.georgeplunkett.co.uk/Website/ . 

http://www.georgeplunkett.co.uk/Website/
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It was in the living room that many of my early engineering and construction projects took 
place. Pride of place was taken by my extensive Meccano set, with which I would spend hours 
building a variety of cranes, bridges and similar objects. A working model steam engine was 
another particular favourite, and a gyroscope which spun round atop a miniature Eiffel Tower.  
 
The heating system had not been modernised. It simply comprised a coal fire in each room, 
including the bedrooms. Only some of them could safely be used. It was whilst opening up 
one of these fireplaces that we made an exciting discovery. In their wisdom, an earlier resident 
had boarded over the fireplace in the dining room. My father had the idea of bringing it back 
into service by removing the boards and giving it a good sweep. But, all did not go quite 
according to plan. With the family eagerly watching, a crowbar was slipped behind the 
boarding, and weight applied. Out flew the entire wooden structure, down came half a ton of 
soot, and with it came a pile of bones. The chimney must have been sealed off for many years. 
Once the soot had been brushed and hovered up, we examined the bones. There were 
fourteen complete skeletons, thirteen birds and a frog. The frog was still in the beak of one of 
the larger birds. Some of the birds must have been pigeons, because they still wore their metal 
leg tags. Others were much larger – perhaps crows or rooks. I had noticed the habit of some 
birds in Norwich, of sitting on the chimney pot and letting the rising smoke go through their 
feathers. Presumably they were trying to get rid of parasites, or perhaps just warming their 
bottoms. Anyway, it was now clear that a number of these birds had been overcome by the 
fumes and plummeted down the chimney to await rediscovery many years later.  
 
The coal fires were supplemented by a paraffin stove, which would be lit and moved to the 
appropriate location a short time before it was to be occupied. This particularly applied to the 
bathroom. Taking off your clothes in an unheated room in the middle of winter is definitely not 
to be recommended. In our bathroom this was doubly the case. Presumably because it was 
built at a time when nobody washed, the house had only a rudimentary bathroom. A bath and 
sink had been fitted, but there was no hot water supply. And the floor was covered in cold lino. 
The old sash windows rattled in the wind, and had to be silenced by jamming back copies of 
Readers Digest or Time-Life between the frames. Hot water was only available downstairs. 
The kitchen sink had a small Ascot gas boiler to aid the washing up. In the basement was an 
enormous metal bowl-like structure, known in the family as the ‘copper’, into which cold water 
would be tapped and then heated by gas ring. This process took hours, so baths had to be 
planned well in advance. The hot water would then be carried up to the bathroom in buckets 
and decanted into the bath. You would be surprised how many buckets are needed to make 
a reasonable depth of water in a bath. 
 
The neighbouring houses, which were much smaller than ours, did not have baths. Instead a 
zinc-coated metal tub would be used. These generally hung on the wall in the back yard and 
were brought in when required. They could be arranged in front of the living room fire and filled 
with buckets of hot water from the gas ring or Ascot. 
 
A more practical alternative to the bath was therefore for a grubby schoolboy to sit on the 
kitchen drainer and have hot water applied from the sink and its Ascot. Carbolic soap and a 
scrubbing brush were then applied to the knees, a painful experience that was rendered more 
bearable by listening to Journey into Space – starring  ‘Jet’ Morgan, ‘Lemmy” Barnet, ‘Mitch’ 
Mitchell and Doc Mathews, and produced by Charles Chilton – on the radio while scrubbing 
was in progress. I loved the electrophonic sounds. The kitchen drainer also doubled up as a 
place where potions could be administered or applied. For example, spoonfuls of the dreaded 
cod liver oil could be doled out, arnica dabbed on bruises or Elastoplast applied to cuts and 
grazes. My mother prided herself on her nursing skills and we would only be taken to, or visited 
by, the GP if we were close to death. One treatment that sticks in my memory because of it 
savagery, was the hot bread poultice. Bread would be wrapped in a bandage and then soaked 
in hot water before being applied to the affected area – for example a mosquito or wasp bite. 
It was said to ‘draw out the poison’. It certainly hurt like hell and took your mind off the original 
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problem. People tell me that this passion for home treatment probably dated from the time, 
before the NHS was established, when all medical treatment incurred a cost.  
 
Up the stairs there were really only three usable rooms. In addition to the pokey little bathroom, 
there were two large bedrooms – one for my parents and one shared by my sister and me. My 
father had managed to get hold, don’t ask me how, of two single hospital beds. These were 
made of pale blue tubular steel, with a steel-sprung base on which a solid mattress could be 
placed. But, the main characteristic that appealed to my sister and I was the fact that the legs 
were extremely long, and the beds therefore high off the ground. Presumably they were built 
so that a nurse could easily bend over and tend the patient. We had to climb onto them using 
an available box or pile of books. Much to our annoyance, my father then took a hacksaw to 
them and cut them back to normal size. 
 
The other memorable feature of our bedroom, and indeed of the whole house, was the 
woodworm. Every wooden feature was riddled with the little perishers. In places you could just 
push your finger through what had once been a window sill or skirting board. In our bedroom 
there was a particular problem because my father had decided to strip off the wall covering. 
This was a strange material like very thin lino with a hessian backing. Unfortunately, it covered 
a complete wall of wooden slats – home to millions of woodworms. My father fought a 
continuous but losing battle with these little creatures. A close inspection of the holes would 
show whether the worms (strictly speaking, the larvae of beetles) were active – a quantity of 
sawdust would be ejected from the hole. Such signs would be greeted by the application of 
Rentokil spray from a tin with a nozzle on one side and a large rubber bulb on the other. We 
got through gallons of the stuff.  
 
We had very little furniture. My father improvised. Second-hand furniture was stripped down 
or painted. I remember a stylish pair of bookshelves made from the sanded leaves of an old 
table and with front legs made of broom handles. 
 
Having described the main features of the rooms that we actually used, I can move on to the 
other – perhaps more interesting to a small boy – parts of the house. The basement comprised 
two large rooms that were empty apart from some gardening tools and our bicycles. The 
northernmost room accommodated the large boiler that I have mentioned earlier. Because the 
basement was built into the slope of the land there was only one window through which little 
light filtered. In front of the window was an enormous shallow stone sink and set of wooden 
draining boards. This must have been the laundry room in the house’s hay-day, and I imagine 
that the domestic staff toiled down here keeping things clean and fresh. The sink made a great 
place for playing games of the imagination involving Indian braves and Coldstream Guards 
that my mother had purchased on her trips to London. My childish brain detected nothing 
irrational in busby-clad, red-jacketed guardsmen taking on the might of the Sioux Nation in a 
battleground of flints and turfs. The floor of the room was probably its most distinctive feature, 
and one that appealed greatly to a small boy. It was made of grave stones on which the 
inscriptions had been bodged by some illiterate stone mason. I was convinced that bodies 
were hidden under them. 
 
The basement room on the south side was completely empty of furnishings, and clad with a 
wealth of dust and spiders’ webs. It was here that our pet animals were sometimes brought to 
escape the winter snows or the cat’s appetite. On one occasion the cat caught a large bird 
that we didn’t recognise. My mother rescued it and placed it in a cardboard box with some 
food and water. While it recovered, we looked it up in our bird book. This was the only occasion 
in my life when I saw a nightjar. Actually, my sister and I were pet mad. The house and garden 
were full of them – a dog, a cat, a rabbit, a tortoise, a lizard, a hamster, a budgie, loads of 
mice, not to mention silk worms and stick insects. I got the latter mail order from Henry Hind 
of Hexham, Hitchin, Herts – a memorable address  indeed. The rabbit, tortoise, lizard and 
mice were all purchased from a lovely little pet shop on the edge of the Cattle Market. The dog 
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– a small black mutt called Tinker – did a runner when the dustmen left the garden gate open 
one day, and was never seen again. He was later replaced by a gun-shy golden Labrador 
called Ben. Both were residents of the cat and dog shelter. The cat – a large tortoiseshell 
called Maximillian or Max for short, was a survivor. He had a measured routine which seemed 
to involve roughly 22 hours per day asleep, with one hour for eating and one hour for 
slaughtering the local wildlife. 
 
I liked pet mice. They were usually white, which distinguished them from their brown brothers 
and sisters who generally had the run of the house when they could not be trapped. The pet 
ones were kept in a glass-fronted box in an empty box room off one of the landings. Here they 
could safely be let out for a run, though I did like to carry them around in my jumper pocket. 
This got me into great trouble on one occasion when I decided that my favourite might like to 
accompany me to school. All went well until Miss Ireland – a twenty-something blonde with 
strange conical breasts, spotted that I wasn’t paying due attention. I was forced to open my 
pocket and set off a high pitched scream from the said Miss Ireland, followed by the 
administration of a wooden ruler edge first across the back of my hand. This broke the ruler, 
thereby causing even more of a fuss.  
 
Meanwhile, back at the house. The rooms on the top floor were all empty and unlived in. The 
front elevation had been built without windows, but the view from the rear was extensive. I 
used to go up there and see what I could see and hear. The house was showing its age and 
the roof leaked badly on really wet days. So, a series of strategically placed buckets captured 
the drips and prevented them from penetrating our living quarters below. 
 
There are two further aspects of number 8 that I should mention – the garden and my father’s 
office. The office first. Attached to the southern end of the house was a two-storey brick 
building. The space underneath, which must have been used as a coach house and later 
perhaps as a garage for an early make of car, lay empty. It was used to house my sister’s 
rabbit hutch. Later, when we got our first car, it was garaged here. Up a wooden staircase was 
a sort of hayloft that my father converted into his studio. Here he was to be seen at all hours, 
bent over his drawing board, at work on the design of some building or another. He was 
frequently visited by his architectural students, who would hover round the guru picking up tips 
on drawing, painting, model making, mathematics and other aspects of their chosen trade. 
Assorted sports cars and motorbikes would be parked up in the garden, and I would sit in or 
on them when nobody was looking. I also used to climb up into the office to watch my father 
at work and to play with his drawing equipment and builder’s samples. 
 
When we finally bought our first car, it was parked in the space under my father’s office. The 
car – registration CXU999 – arrived shortly before we left Scole’s Green. A convertible of 
modest power and ambitions, it was parked next to the rabbit hutch. It cost my parents £100, 
widened our horizons to an unimaginable extent, but also caused lots of problems. Like all the 
other cars of that time it was black. It was of indeterminate parentage. It had a flat windscreen 
and a canvas roof with a small plastic rear window. The roof could be folded away, though it 
took two people standing outside the car to achieve this, and was therefore only advisable if 
the medium-term weather prospects were good. Detachable screens filled the side spaces. 
Made of semi-transparent plastic that had yellowed over time, to make a signal you stuck your 
arm out through a canvas flap.  
 
As you can imagine from this description the all-round visibility was decidedly limited. This was 
partially responsible for a memorable event. The screens having been removed and placed 
on the roof during a visit to Lowestoft – presumably to let more light in while we ate our 
sandwiches, my father set off for home. When we arrived back it dawned on him that the 
windows were now scattered along the main road between Lowestoft and Norwich, and that 
a further journey would be necessary to retrieve them. All ended well.    
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Starting the car could also prove difficult. A full dose of manual choke could easily result in 
‘flooding’. Or, the engine could simply be too cold. This would necessitate use of the starting 
handle, which would be inserted under the radiator grill and turned vigorously. The trick was 
to turn the handle then quickly pull it out of its housing; the alternative was that the power of 
the engine would send it flying round, resulting in bruised knuckles and the air blue with oaths.  
 
It is fair to say that I spent quite a lot of time in the garden. It was very large and, while part of 
it was well kept, an even larger area showed the ravages of neglect and the Luftwaffe. To the 
north a high brick wall and pair of black-painted but decrepit gates blocked the access from 
Stepping Lane. A huge and magnificent lime tree grew just inside the gate – a beautiful tree 
whose branches covered a large part of the courtyard that lay inside the gates. These days it 
would almost certainly warrant a Tree Preservation Order, but in the 1960s the Corporation 
knew best and simply uprooted it. The eastern edge of the gravel-covered yard was marked 
by the brick wall of a decaying single-storey workshop. A move south would bring you into the 
garden proper. Here we had a substantial lawn with floral borders.  
 
My mother loved to garden, and I liked to ‘help’ her. Each year we would drag the Dahlia tubers 
in their hessian storage sacks out of the dark, and set them in the borders. I can also recall 
lots of Golden Rain, Michaelmas Daises, Sweet Williams and Peony Roses.  My mother got 
very excited when two of her Dahlias bred to produce a red and white cross. The eastern end 
of this part of the garden was the scene of a constant battle between cultivated order and 
intrusive weeds. The land beyond what remained of the fence had been abandoned some 
years before, and a profusion of weeds edged forward. The most dramatic of these was the 
dreaded Bindweed. The white lily-like flowers of this monster were actually quite attractive, 
but the endlessly spiralling stems grew at a phenomenal rate strangling everything in their 
path. Vast quantities were hauled out and burnt each year. Other weeds like Rosebay 
Willowherb also sent showers of seeds over the fence. This particular plant seemed to grow 
everywhere round Scole’s Green. Known to us as Fireweed it colonised all the scraps of spare 
land, especially those where falling bombs had left heaps and craters.    
 
The remainder of the so-called garden was, in reality, the floors and yards of two bombed-out 
houses. We made no attempt to cultivate or even tidy this area, and may be that it was not 
even part of our property. But there was no fence, so it became a children’s play area. It was 
here that I learned to ride my first two-wheeled bicycle, falling off innumerable times onto the 
bricks and concrete. Here too our makeshift boxing ring was erected using a piece of my 
mother’s washing line, and I accidentally knocked out my friend David Gell using the boxing 
gloves that his dad had given him for Xmas. 
  
An early interest in archaeology may also be attributed to the presence of these old walls. In 
an age before Time Team I taught myself to dig a trench and search for artefacts. I was very 
excited on one such occasion to unearth the remains of a leather flying helmet. 
 
While on the subject of the garden, there are two other observations to be made. First, the 
abundance of derelict land and buildings and the scrub vegetation made a fantastic habitat for 
a variety of birds and animals. Tom cats would emerge at night and keep us awake with their 
yowling cries. Owls would hoot, and flocks of other birds would roost. The place was awash 
with shrews, mice, hedgehogs, butterflies and moths. Second, were the planes. Norfolk was 
still covered in RAF and USAF bases, and you could usually rely on seeing at least one plane 
every time you went into the garden. Fighter jets from Coltishall and Horsham St Faiths would 
scream over, and sometimes there would be larger bombers and transports. I loved 
aeroplanes and learned to recognise them all. In 1956 the sky was so full of planes I asked 
my father what was going on. He said that we were going to war, and I think I was a bit 
frightened even though I was reassured that it was nothing to worry about. Later, I discovered 
that this was the so-called Suez Crisis. 
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My early memories of my area of Norwich were of a decayed urban, generally industrial, 
landscape. Unlike today, houses were crowded together with workshops, factories, pubs and 
shops. There were always comings and goings, noises and smells. Most of the buildings were 
unkempt, if not downright decayed. War damage was widespread and nowhere had received 
a coat of paint for a decade. The whole area was linked by tiny alleyways and steps. For us, 
it was like one big adventure playground and we ranged far and wide across it. A related 
memory is of rampant plant growth. Any neglected structure or space, including the bomb 
sites, would be covered in a profusion of bindweed and fireweed.  
 
The City of Norwich Plan, produced by the City Corporation in 1945, noted that “War-damaged 
areas, added to large tracts which immediately before the War were being cleared of slums, 
have given to some parts of the city an appearance of great untidiness that is most depressing; 
but apart from this it must be emphasised that there are many undamaged areas which are 
largely spoilt by thoughtlessness.” 
 
The report, which adopts what we would now consider an amazingly patronising tone, 
proposes that King Street should be widened where possible. “…but complete widening 
throughout is not feasible on account of the many interesting buildings which flank it on both 
sides.” It is not difficult to see that the planning of Norwich at this time was dominated by the 
views of the highway engineers rather than professional town planners! 
 
Incidentally, I was recently reading a book called ‘Soldaten’ in which there are the secretly 
taped thoughts of German POWs. Imagine my surprise when, early in the book, one of them 
describes his raid on Norwich: “We saw the station too late. We flew in from the east and the 
station is right at the approach to the town. We didn’t fire on people at the station; there 
wouldn’t have been any point in it until we had got rid of our bombs. But afterwards we shot 
up the town; we fired at everything that was there, at cows and horses, it didn’t matter what. 
We fired at trams and everything; it’s great fun. There was no AA there.” (Lance Corporal 
Küster, January 1943).2 
 
You couldn’t live in Norwich for long without an awareness of another of its characteristic 
features for, in addition to the huge number of pubs, there was also a very large number of 
churches. Indeed, someone once described the City as having ‘a pub for every day of the year 
and a church for every week’. All around where we lived were ancient churches in various 
states of disrepair and with generally overgrown churchyards. You would be very unobservant 
too not to notice the widespread use of knapped and cobbled flints in these structures; a 
beautiful material that I still love to see. 
 
Sir Nikolaus Pevsner describes the architecture of the churches and other buildings in my area 
in his volume on Norfolk 1: Norwich and North-East. First published in 1962, I have the 
amended 2002 version. He doesn’t have much to say about the churches in my area – there 
is St Peter Parmentergate, which became redundant in 1981, where internal features attract 
greater interest than the actual structure. I never went inside.  
 
For some reason that I cannot fully explain, many of the old street names still resonate. Even 
the ones that have passed into history. Now I know that many of the names have ancient roots 
in trades and guilds, in ecclesiastical land holdings and reflecting waves of settlement from 
Roman, through Anglo-Saxon and Viking to Huguenot. 
 
But what of Scole’s Green? Scole’s Green was a small triangular-shaped plain of dilapidated 
Georgian houses. In the Norwich Plan – 1945, prepared by the City Council, George Plunckett 
reported that it was identified as of minor interest but of good design, but I haven’t been able 
to trace this reference.  

 
2 Page 58 of Soldaten by Sönke Neitzel and Harald Welzer. 
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Eric Fowler, writing under his alias of Jonathan Mardle in 1968, suggested that "Scoles Green 
was originally Scholars' Green, the playground of a school that was kept before the 
Reformation beside the church of St Martin in Balliva". He was  quoting the historian Francis 
Blomefield. The historian John Kirkpatrick put forward another possible explanation: "Then 
another lane…turns off to the S.E. past the South side of the Churchyard of St Martin's of the 
Bale into a void ground called Scolds Green... One Willm Scoles had Tenements here Anno 
9 Edw. 4 from whom probably it took its Name".  Here, I have chosen to call it Scole’s Green 
for consistencies sake. 
 
The artist Robert Ladbrooke (1768-1842), a founding father of the Norwich School of Painters, 
apparently lived in Scole’s Green – though I don’t know at which number. Ladbrooke was a 
renowned landscape artist who, with his brother-in-law John Chrome, was co-founder of the 
Norwich Society of Artists. Very few of his paintings survive, but he did achieve the 
monumental task of producing a lithograph of every church in Norfolk. He lived from 1769 to 
1842 so could have lived at number 8, but we didn’t find any traces of paint. By strange 
coincidence my father ended up lecturing on the history of art, and my mother on cataloguing 
the work of the Norwich School of Artists. 
 

 
 
This map shows Scole’s Green in its wider context and in earlier times. Our house is quite 
clear. The houses to the east had been demolished by the time we moved in, but Norman’s 
Buildings remain. This was a short cul-de-sac of terraced houses, where my friends the Gell 
brothers lived. In the top left of the map are some of the pens of the Cattle Market. You can 
also see the rather inappropriately named Paradise Place, now long gone. The large central 
space once contained a number of small houses. 
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Here we have the OS Map of 1885 showing the layout of Scole’s Green. It wasn’t very different 
in the early 1950s. The main elements were the same, but with some gaps where the bombs 
had struck and the whole looking decidedly tired and battered. Our house is the large rectangle 
near the centre of the map and facing directly onto Scole’s Green. The smaller building to the 
immediate south is our garage. The four buildings curving to the south-east had ceased to 
exist and their frontages were marked by a timber and corrugated iron fence. Immediately to 
the rear of our house you can see the substantial workshop. I am fairly sure that this was 
empty. The rear garden of our house actually incorporated all the undeveloped land between 
the house and workshop, plus the foundations of the other demolished buildings to the south. 
Much of this area was effectively derelict, and I am not sure that it all belonged to our house.  
 
Incidentally, a close look at the map reveals two pubs within 100 metres of our front door. The 
names – The Anchor and The Globe seem familiar, but I couldn’t swear that either of them 
was still extant in my day. 
 
The 1863 Directory of Norwich showed that the inhabitants of Scole’s Green included a 
victualler, a clothes broker and a baker. In the late C19th Scole’s Green was a thriving 
residential and commercial area. Harrod & Co’s Directory of 1877 lists the following trades: 
 

• Brash board cutter 

• Grocer (on Market Lane) 

• 2 Greengrocers (1 on Market Lane) 

• Fowl dealer and paper hanger (An interesting combination of skills!) 

• 2 Builders 

• Dyer 

• Hoop maker 

• Rope and twine maker 
 
 
The 1896 Kelly’s Directory of Norfolk provides the following interesting details: 
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• Pub proprietor – at the Rising Sun 

• John Howard, a cab proprietor, at number 1 

• Miss Cox at number 3 

• William Cox, a rope and twine maker at number 4 

• William Chapman, a shopkeeper, at number 6 

• Allen Bryant, dyer and cleaner, of Market Lane 

• Henry Fuller, a plumber, at number 13 (Stepping Lane) 

• John Palfrey, yeast merchant, at number 14 (Stepping Lane) 

• William Presents at number 15 (Stepping Lane) 
 
Numbers 3, 4 and 6 Scole’s Green are also listed as being in Wilde’s Yard. A yard or court 
was a characteristic feature of this part of Norwich. The higgledy-piggledy development of the 
City left many areas of enclosed back land. As the population grew – mainly through the influx 
of poor and destitute people from the countryside where agricultural labour was no longer 
required, these areas were used to house them. Overdevelopment led, in many cases, to 
severe overcrowding and insanitary conditions. The yards were accessed through gaps in the 
street frontage – sometimes a simple space or door, in other cases a coach-sized archway. 
 
The most recent Kelly’s, published in 1912, listed: 
 

• A pub (The Anchor) 

• Yeast maker 

• Horse slaughterer (somewhere on Stepping Lane) 

• A boarding house. Run by Clement Thouless, this was our own house at number 8! 
 
It must have been a very smelly place in those days, with yeast, poultry and dead horses. 
Other sources tell how the animals would be driven through and along King Street on their 
way to market. Norwich was always a place of distinctive smells. In our house it was the 
neighbouring brewery that provided most of these but, when the wind was in the right direction, 
you could also smell the cattle market and the chocolate wafting across from Mackintosh’s 
factory on St Stephen’s Street. 
 
What of the wider area round our house? The first thing that you notice when you look at the 
old map is the density and complexity of the development – its fine grain.  Small terrace houses 
cluster closely together and there is little open space. It is an intricate mixture of housing, 
workshops, commercial premises and places of worship. There are dozens of pubs. Little 
alleyways cut between the buildings. And running to the east and west are the ancient 
thoroughfares of King Street and Ber Street. 
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Here is part of A.W. Morant’s map of the City, dated 1873. The basic elements of the area are 
already apparent in this late C19th map. King Street runs north to south in a straight line just 
west of the River Wensum. Ber Street parallels it at the top of the river slope. The stylised hill 
shading gives a good impression of the steep slope between the two. Between King Street 
and the river are the many wharves and yards. Scole’s Green lies at the centre of the map 
towards the top. It is shown as a square rather than a triangle, but our house at number eight 
is already clearly visible. The Cattle Market appears on the northern edge, with Rising Sun 
Lane and Globe Lane leading to it. Stepping Lane receives a possibly undeserved prominence 
as it wends its way down from Scole’s Green to Kings Street at its junction with Mountergate. 
Interestingly, the nearby church is labelled ‘St Peter per Mountergate’. Also prominent on the 
map is the Messrs Morgan’s Brewery. Incidentally, the term ‘Mess’rs was widely displayed. I 
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had no idea that it was the plural of ‘Mr’. Further south, St Julian church is clearly marked, but 
my infant and junior schools have yet to be built. Further south again are St Etheldred (later 
St Etheldreda) and St Peter at Southgate (later dilapidated, i.e. demolished). 
 

 
 
The Godfrey Edition of the Norwich (South) OS sheet shows the area as it was in 1905 
(according to the cover) or 1907 (according to the map itself). This Second Edition of the OS 
map of Norwich (South) was created at 1:2,500 scale. Although this map shows my area half 
a century before I lived there, it is wonderfully clear and shows many of the features that I was 
familiar with.  
 
Scoles Green is there – though labelled ‘Scole Green’. All the houses of my friends and 
neighbours are clearly visible in Norman (later Norman’s) Buildings, Prospect Place and 
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Paradise Place. This map gives a particularly good idea of the number of malt houses and 
breweries that once lined King Street and the Wensum. There is a huge number of pubs, 
marked ‘PH’ on the map. At the back of our house, what was Messrs Morgan’s Brewery is 
now labelled ‘King Street Old Brewery’. My schools on Horn’s Lane are easily distinguished. 
Another feature that marks out the manufacturing history of the city are the many factories and 
workshops – for example, the Rose Lane Iron Works, the Thorpe Engine Works and Colman’s 
Carrow Works.  
 

 
 
This map is extracted from the end paper of the City of Norwich Plan of 1945. I don’t know 
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when the map was published, but it looks just pre-War. It covers my complete stomping 
ground, from Bracondale in the south to the cathedral in the north, and from the Market Place 
in the northwest to the rail yards of Thorpe Station in the east. The Carrow Work of Colman’s 
can be seen on the riverbank to the southeast, with the remains of Carrow Abbey nearby. Just 
north along the river, the boom towers are clearly marked, and a stretch of the city wall runs 
up the hill to The Wilderness. To the northwest the great bulk of the castle keep is clear, with 
the Cattle Market wrapped round its southern and eastern sides. Scole’s Green is visible, 
though not named. The churches are clearly marked though, by this time St Peter at Southgate 
has been demolished. If you know where to look you can make out the substantial brewery 
buildings along King Street, and both my infant and junior schools on Horn’s Lane are marked 
in solid black.  
 
Childhood had territorial limits. Mine were the River Wensum to the east and Ber Street to the 
west. I would venture as far as the old cattle market in the north and as far south as the boom 
towers and Carrow Bridge. When I initially started at the infants school I was accompanied by 
my mother. Thereafter I travelled in the company of my friends or, increasingly as I advanced 
in years, on my own. Having been given the usual warnings about crossing the roads safely 
and watching out for strange people, I was left to get on with it…and so were all the other 
children.  
 
Our local shops, for everyday provisions, were on Golden Ball Street. Lacking refrigeration my 
mother made a daily journey to the local shops, or sometimes further afield to the market. 
Fresh food such as meat or milk was stored in the larder – essentially a large cupboard with 
an air vent to admit the colder air from outside the house. Many food items were still delivered 
door-to-door by horse-drawn vehicle or bicycle. There were regular visits by the rag and bone 
man, and sacks of coal would arrive when needed. 
 
A short walk along Cattlemarket would bring you to Castle Meadow and thence to the main 
open-air market. The market is one of Norwich’s most recognisable features, with its brightly-
coloured canvas roofs filling the area from Gentleman’s Walk towards the columned portico of 
the City Hall, and flanked by the magnificent flint Guildhall and St Peter Mancroft. Our normal 
route to the market would be from Scole’s Green up Rising Sun Lane and onto Golden Ball 
Street with its eponymous pub. The blackened frame of a bombed out building on Farmer(s) 
Avenue often attracted my attention. This was on the walk to Orford Place and the Bell Hotel. 
As with many similar sites, the Corporation’s solution was to surround the derelict site with 
large – and in my opinion very ugly – advertising hoardings. Now the area has been subsumed 
into Castle Mall.  
 
In addition to our regular visits to the market to buy fruit and veg, meat and fish, and to look 
for bargains, we would make an annual pilgrimage to the Remembrance Day gathering. Huge 
crowds would fill the market place to watch the ceremony that was held in the Garden of 
Remembrance in front of the City Hall. I later discovered that three of my great uncles had 
served on the Western Front, and two of them had died there. The two wars were very recent 
history. 
 

 

The market in the early C19th as depicted by 
Cotman. Although his name is generally 
linked with Norwich where he was born he 
spent a large part of his life on the road.  
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In this watercolour of Norwich Market circa 1809 by John Sell Cotman and now in the Tate 
Gallery, the main elements are still recognisable – the shops of Gentleman’s Walk, the 
covered market stalls, the tower of St Peter Mancroft and the bulk of the buildings where the 
Sir Garnet Wolseley pub now stands, and the milling throng of people. 
  
Pevsner writes, “Few cities in England can boast a market place like that of Norwich. It is 
exactly as a child pictures it, large, full of booths, and with a stately parish church on one side, 
the old-fashioned Guildhall on the other, and the proud modern city hall on a third.” This is 
exactly how I remember it. 
 
Incidentally, pub names – the Buff Coat, the Golden Ball, the Woolpack – served as way 
markers. As in ‘turn right at the Golden Ball and go down Cattle Market Street’, or ‘go straight 
on past the Woolpack to get to Ber Street’. 
 
You could also turn left at the Golden Ball and proceed towards Ber Street and All Saint’s 
Green – site of the Bonds Department Store. This route would also take you towards the main 
bus station, from which a bright red Eastern Counties bus would whisk you to the seaside or 
to visit grandparents. The modernist sweep of Bonds (since 1982 part of the John Lewis group) 
opened in 1948. It replaced a swathe of homes and workshops together with the 1848 Bond’s 
store on Ber Street that was badly damaged in a German air raid on 27th June 1942. 
 
Travelling via Globe Lane would bring you to the General Post Office and Agricultural Hall on 
Bank Plain, passing the Castle and Shirehall on one’s left, and with distant glimpses of the 
cathedral spire. This area features in R.H. Mottram’s autobiographical work The Window Seat, 
covering the period from Mottram’s birth in 1883, at Gurney’s Bank House, up to the end of 
the First World War. A second volume, imaginatively titled Another Window Seat covered his 
life from 1919 to 1953 – the latter being the year in which he became Lord Mayor. Though 
written in a style that might be regarded as rather stuffy today, it is a fascinating social history 
of the City and one man’s part in it. 
 
Mottram was also the author of a noted set of First World War novels – ‘The Spanish Farm 
Trilogy’, based on his own experiences as a fighting man. He also wrote a book titled If Stones 
Could Speak in which he reflected on the buildings of Norwich and their construction materials. 
By a strange coincidence, he became a friend and neighbour when we later moved to Poplar 
Avenue. 
 
A further short walk from Bank Plain would take you to my father’s place of work at what was 
then the Technical Institute on St George’s Street.  
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This drawing titled The Technical Institute, 1953, is by Noel Spencer. Noel Spencer was the 
Principal during my father’s early years at the Art School. I met him many times, and he was 
a charming and witty man who retained a strong Yorkshire accent. My father was later to 
design a new house for him and his wife at Branksome Close. Spencer notes that the building 
was opened in 1901 as the Norwich Technical Institute, Designed by the City Engineer, Arthur 
Collins, it was intended to house the Schools of Art, Commerce and Science. The bridge in 
the foreground was designed by Sir John Soane, the famous neo-classical architect whose 
house at Lincoln’s Inn Fields in London is well worth a visit. Other delightful drawings of old 
Norwich buildings were published in a 1978 book Norwich Drawings. 
 
My father would generally walk or cycle to work. He worked enormously long hours, often 
arriving home late at night or continuing after supper in his own office over the garage.  
 
Whether it was because he looked a shifty character, or more likely because he was out and 
about at late hours, he was, on several occasions, hauled into the police station to take part 
in an identity parade. Fortunately, he was never picked out as the probable suspect. 
 
If you didn’t want to go to the Institute you could turn right and go down Prince of Wales Road 
to Thorpe Station, where you could catch a train to London. 
 
Turning left out of our front door would take you down a narrow street called Market Lane. 
This was in a shocking state of disrepair. I recall a number of very dusty shop windows, in one 
of which were sometimes hundreds of fluffy yellow day-old chicks. The people who 
occasionally emerged from these houses resembled nothing so much as the figures in a C17th 
Dutch painting. They wore several layers of clothes, none of which fitted, and most of which 
were well past their sell-by dates. 
 
These days many people seem obsessed about the dangers of their children coming into 
contact with strangers. This was never an issue for us. Sure, there were plenty of strange 
people about, but they were never regarded as any kind of a threat. A bit crazy, but harmless, 
was the usual diagnosis from my mother. And lots of them were just very poor and/or disabled.  
At the end of Market Lane was Thorn Lane. On the way to school I would cross this, proceed 
down St Julian’s Street and turn left into Horn’s Lane. Sometimes I would cut through the 
alleys behind St Julian’s Church just for fun. On St Julian’s Street was my favourite sweet 
shop. I would call in here on my way to or from school to stock up on anything with sherbet in 

The Art School viewed across the bridge that 
carries St George’s Street over the Wensum. Now 
it is styled Norwich University of the Arts. 
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it – sherbet fountains, sherbet satellites, lemon sherbets or just a cone of sherbet powder. 
From time to time I would buy aniseed balls for a change, or perhaps a gob stopper. You could 
get a surprising amount out of 6d pocket money!  
 
I would, of course, travel further afield when in the company of one or both of my parents. 
 
Holidays, such as they were, were low cost affairs. My father was nearly always too busy to 
get away for more than a day or two. We might hire a caravan for the week at Overstrand or 
perhaps Bacton. We would travel there by Eastern Counties bus, accompanied by my mother. 
My father would join us for the weekend. Days would then be spent on the beach, or in the 
caravan waiting for the rain to stop. It was great fun most of the time.  
 
One day when we were at a loose end on holiday in Overstrand, my father thought it would 
be a good wheeze if we were to take advantage of the Eastern Counties offer of a Mystery 
Trip by double decker. Imagine our surprise when the Mystery destination turned out to be 
Norwich Cattle Market – just a few yards from our house. We all had a good laugh as we 
returned to our caravan at the coast. 
 
Battle of Britain days were another annual occasion. Horsham St Faiths, later to become 
Norwich Airport, housed Gloucester Meteors, de Havilland Venoms and, for a time, English 
Electric Canberra bombers. Great! RAF Coltishall and RAF Marham were further afield, but 
the latter held out the particularly exciting prospect of Vickers Valiant V bombers. These 
displays were hugely popular and attracted thousands of people plus many different kinds of 
aircraft including many from the surrounding USAF bases. With little attention to health and 
safety, jets would perform aerobatics at high speed at what felt like head height. It was at one 
of these shows that I spotted my hero Douglas Bader – the legless fighter ace – climbing out 
of a Spitfire. I ran over and collected his autograph – which I treasured for some years before 
losing it. 
 
A cattle market had been held on the site of the castle earthworks since the time of James II 
(and possibly for much longer). In more recent years it had been the scene of the annual 
visiting fairground and wartime air raid ditches, as well as serving as a car and coach park 
when not in use for its prime purpose. The opening of the new cattle market at Harford Bridges 
in 1960 profoundly changed the character of the area, and today much of it is occupied by the 
Castle Mall. The cattle market made a huge impression on a young boy’s mind! 
 
I know people will say that a modern cattle market is best conducted in tailor-made premises 
on the edge of the built up area. Health and safety and all that. But, the city lost something 
when the cattle market left town. It resembled nothing so much as one of those medieval 
scenes painted by Pieter Brueghel the Elder and his ilk. I seem to remember that markets took 
place twice a week, but I certainly remember them on Saturdays. Metal fencing was erected 
to form dozens of pens over a wide area between the castle moat and Cattle Market Street. 
Lorry loads of cattle, sheep, pigs and other animals would appear, and disgorge their cargoes 
down wooden ramps into the pens. The lorries were like small pantechnicons, with the animal 
part made of wood. Small horizontal slits allowed the animals to breath and peer out with 
frightened eyes. The noise and smell were tremendous. Urine flowed across the cobbles and 
in the gutters. Men shouting, engines revving, animals mooing and bleating, and the clank of 
wood on wood and metal on metal. 
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A lorry would back up to the chosen pen, the rear end would be lowered to form a ramp, and 
then two swarthy looking men would mount the ramp. Two wooden gates would prevent the 
animals from escaping. These would be opened to form sides to the ramp and, using a mix of 
swearing and prodding with sticks, the animals would be encouraged down the ramp and into 
the pen. Here they would be held so that potential purchasers could view them prior to auction. 
After the auction the process would be reversed, and the animals driven away for fattening or 
slaughter.  
 
I loved to go round the pens looking at the different breeds and watching the goings-on. The 
sheep were packed in so tight that the sheepdog would sometimes simply run across their 
backs. You could lean over and stick your fingers into their fleeces. There were lots of other 
animals too. There were rabbits, cavies and chickens in cages, goats and sometimes horses. 
In fact, one area of the market, over towards Orford Place, was marked Horse Market on the 
old maps. 
 
The farmers were instantly recognisable by their complexions, clothes and general 
demeanour. A flat cap was a vital accessory, as were wellie boots. There were lots of tweed 
plus fours and jackets, many covered by a full-length brown cotton stockman’s coat. The 
cheeks were ruddy, beer bellies were frequent and loud country voices, peppered with 
expletives, were de rigueur. I often wondered why all the animals were called ‘Yerbugga’. 
Shades of brown were really the order of the day for man and animal alike. The scene as a 
whole was not a brightly coloured one – just bustling. Indeed, very few places were brightly 
coloured in those post-war days of austerity and rationing. Just about the only colour that I 
can recall were the multi-coloured awnings on the stalls of the City’s famous open air fruit and 
veg market. 
 
As far as most of the farmers were concerned it was a day to socialise as well as to sell or 
buy. To make the most of the big city, before returning to rural isolation. 
A few of the farmers would be accompanied by their wives. Strapping, head-scarved ladies, 
who would make for the shops while their husbands bought and sold the stock. Very 
occasionally you might see a woman working on the cattle market, but it was almost 
exclusively a man’s world. 
 
Knots of farmers could be seen smoking and chatting. But, many more could be seen heading 
for the local hostelries. The area was liberally dotted with pubs, including the Golden Ball 
which stood at the top of our road, now long gone, and the enormous Woolpack Inn, which 
still survives. Back in the days before the words drinking and driving came together most of 

Pigs come down the ramp. Or 
maybe they are trying not to go 
up the ramp. Note the farmer in 
typical stockman’s coat, and 
behind him the Golden Ball – 
one of the numerous pubs round 
the Cattle Market. 
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the farmers would climb back into their cabs at the end of a long day and steer a not too 
straight course home.  
 
Before setting off and, indeed, at regular intervals during the day, they would visit one of the 
many gents toilets on the cattle market. Now, I only mention this because some of them were 
almost works of art. One wonderful cast iron construction was a domed pissoir of grand 
proportions and decoration. Painted a lovely shade of engineering green. I wonder what 
happened to it. Another, simpler, pissoir comprised a cast iron ‘fence’ in black. I found it most 
amusing to see all the legs and boots through the gap at the bottom. 
 
Now, there weren’t many ladies to be seen on market day, but they were there, mainly in the 
form of barmaids and prostitutes. After a long day’s work on the market a chap obviously 
needed more than a drink. And there plenty of young women prepared to relieve them of their 
money. According to my father and his friends – who used to discuss these things within young 
and impressionable earshot – most of the pubs doubled as ‘knocking shops’. I was some time 
before I understood the full meaning of this term. But. Rose Lane, which ran down from Market 
Avenue, was referred to as Norwich’s red light area, and I learned that you might identify a 
floozie by her red hat – as in the widely used aphorism ‘red hat, no drawers’. In fact, much of 
what passed as my sex education came from watching the antics of the people and animals 
at the market. 
 
Most people still wore hats. There were the ubiquitous flat cloth caps of the workmen, of 
course, but many other men wore what we used to call ‘pork pie’ hats, and women would wear 
hats on every special occasion. The headscarf was also widely worn, to be replaced by a 
transparent plastic sheet when it rained. 
 
In addition to the market itself there were quite a few businesses in the cattle market area that 
were associated with agriculture. Various shops and workshops catered for the sale and repair 
of machinery. Other sold work clothes and hunting accessories. One business, located on the 
north side of Scole’s Green, made and repaired tarpaulins. I was fascinated to watch the men 
lay out the huge oily sheets across the street before folding them into neat heaps. I also 
enjoyed watching the cattle market being cleaned at the end of a long days. Teams of men 
with brushes and hose pipes toiled to remove several tons of animal excrement and other 
waste materials. 
 

 
 
This early C20th photo shows the castle taken over the sheep pens of the cattle market. The 
massive Norman keep of the castle on its elevated mound looms over you from many angles 
as you go about your business in the City Centre. By the 1960s this area had become an ugly 
sprawling car park, and it remained so until the construction of the Castle Mall ‘underground’ 
shopping centre.in 1993. 
 

Norwich Castle keep towers over the old 
cattle market – the latter now long gone 
and occupied largely by the Castle Mall 
shopping centre.  
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This side of the Castle was bounded by the moat, which had been converted into flower 
gardens. The moat was crossed at one point by a crenelated drawbridge’ of much more recent 
construction. The latter led up to the Castle where my mother would spend many years 
working on cataloguing the Norwich School of Artists. Yet another set of public toilets was set 
into its wall, so nobody ever needed to get caught short in the city centre. Daffodils were a 
memorable feature of the steep slopes of the mound in the spring.  
 
Francis Blomefield’s 1806 work An Essay Towards a Topographical History of the County of 
Norfolk: Volume 4: The history of the City and County of Norwich has a delightful – if not wholly 
accurate – history of the castle, as follows: 

 
“That King Uffa, soon after the year 575, made this a place of defence, is already observed, 
and that it was a royal castle in 642. But that in all likelihood the first castle of brick and stone 
here was built by Alfred the Great, before 872, which was destroyed by Swain the Dane in the 
year 1004, and rebuilt by King Canute his son, about 1018; which building, I imagine, was 
taken away to make room for the present stone building, which was erected by Roger Bigot, 
and repaired and beautified by Thomas de Brotherton, in Edward the Second's time.” 

 
“This castle was defended by a wall round the hill it stands on, and three ditches also round 
it… the southern part reached to the Golden-ball-lane, at the entrance of which the grand gate 
stood, from which there were bridges over each of the ditches, the first hath been immemorially 
destroyed, but the ruins of the second remained till the ditches were lately levelled by the city, 
for to keep their market for all manner of cattle, swine, &c.” Later authors place the entrance 
into the barbican at the south end of Golden-Ball-Lane, rather than the north as Blomfield has 
described it. 

The nearest of Norwich’s many churches to our house was St Peter Parmentergate – 
sometimes called St Peter Permountergate. A tall flint tower, buttressed and crenelated, 
attaches to a slate-covered nave and lower tile-covered chancel. The churchyard is extensive, 
bounded on the west by a 12-foot wall, and enhanced by mature trees. We sometimes went 
into the churchyard, but it was very overgrown – even a bit spooky. 
 

 
 
Francis Blomefield suggested that St. Peter Per Mountergate got its name “from a gate 
anciently placed by the churchyard, at the foot of the mount or hill.” The site originally housed 
a rectory belonging to Roger Bigot (the castle man), by whom it was given to the monks for 
use as an infirmary with the rectory being occupied by a stipendiary chaplain. 

The Lads' Club was memorable for completely different reasons. It occupied the George V 

The lovely flint tower of St Peter Permountergate. 
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Memorial Hall, built just before the war, at a position on King Street just below our house. The 
sound of bugles would often drift up the hill to our ears – or rather, the awful sound of bugle 
practice. On occasion I was taken by my father to coaching sessions at the Lad’s Club. 
Possibly the most memorable of these was a footballing evening with Stan (later Sir Stanley) 
Matthews. While on the coaching theme, I was also taken to a cricket session with Len (Sir 
Leonard) Hutton. I am not sure that either event improved my playing ability, but they were 
good fun and very memorable. 
 
Along King Street and close to the Dragon House was a children’s play area, known to us 
simply as ‘the rec’. Here children of both genders and most ages would gather to use a variety 
of Victorian play equipment. None of this would have survived our modern obsession with 
health & safety. Swings were made of thick wooden slabs slung from chains on a cast iron 
frame. Other items allowed you to go up and down or round and round at high speed. They 
were all made of cast iron, and falling off you would land on mud if you were lucky or concrete 
if you were not. Possibly the most dangerous – and therefore most appealing – piece of 
equipment was called the maypole. A central pole held up an inverted cone of metal with a 
continuous circular wooden seat. The whole could then be rotated at high speed with children 
clinging to the seat, and it would wobble about its axis, at some points approaching the central 
pole and at others flying high into the air. Great! Regular injuries were received, which involved 
screaming your way home to mother, but there were no fatalities. 
 
Opposite Old Barge Yard and Dragon House in King Street is one of the two entrances to St 
Julian's Alley. The other entrance leads round the east end of the churchyard, and together 
they used to open into St Julian’s Street. After slum clearance they opened directly onto Rouen 
Road. St Julian’s Church had been almost destroyed by bombs, but it was reconstructed in 
1952, incorporating the surviving north wall and lower stages of the tower. 
 

 
 
The remains of the tower forma stump attached to the tiny nave. In The Old Churches of 
Norwich, the author writes “the nineteenth century history of St Julian’s reflects the poverty of 
its surroundings, for this area, sandwiched between the breweries beside the river and the 
butcheries upon Ber Street, had been one of the city’s worst slums.” 
 
I remember very few of the actual buildings on King Street – more just a sensation of very old 
buildings in a bad state of repair. I was more impressed by the building materials – the wood, 
plaster, red bricks and flint pebbles. There was one exception. At one point on the street the 
shop owner had replaced all the ground level with enormous modern picture windows. Even 
to me this looked completely incongruous, not to say ugly. I have a feeling that it was then the 
Wallace King’s furniture store, but I could be wrong. 
 

The porch of St Julian’s. 
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Flint was everywhere. Either as white cobbles or carefully knapped to make shiny black walls; 
often mixed with thin red bricks or lines of cream-coloured stonework. Rarely combined with 
chalk clunch to make chessboard and other patterns. Every time you sunk a spade or fork into 
our back garden you could expect the jarring and grinding sound of metal on flint. Some of 
these flints were in chunks up to 18 inches square and with holes through them. They looked 
rather like bread that had been kneaded, but not yet made into proper loaves. Braced against 
the cold wind, it was fascinating to think that we were digging up the siliceous remains of 
ancient sponges that had flourished in a warm Pleistocene sea many millions of years earlier. 
The Norwich Crag formation, overlying the Chalk in this area, also yielded up a variety of 
seashells to the gardener. I think that this may have helped spark a lifelong interest in fossils 
and geology. 
 
On occasion I was taken to the Castle Museum, where I could see top-notch examples of 
these fossils and rocks. Sadly, now removed by some over-zealous museum director intent 
on turning the Museum into an ‘experience’. I loved the specimens, the geological cross-
sections and the dioramas of ancient man in the East Anglian landscape. My absolute 
favourite specimen was a huge Paramoudra – a flint nodule shaped like a chimney pot some 
three feet tall. There was something magic about the name. 
 
Horns Lane (formerly Skeygate), where my school was located, is said to have got its name 
"from the sign of a pair of Buck's Horns in Conesford Street, near the lower end of it" (according 
to the historian John Kirkpatrick, writing in the early C18th). Conesford Street was the original 
name of King Street. Music House Lane was constructed out of the lower reaches of Horns 
Lane when the whole area between King Street and Ber Street was redeveloped in the 1960s.  
 
On the south corner of Horns Lane, at 142 King Street, stood the Waterman public house. 
One landlord apparently worked both as a barber and publican, and the pub was famous for 
displaying a couplet which read:  
 
“Roam not from Pole to Pole but step in here 
Where nought exceeds the shaving but the beer.” 
 
Local historian, George Plunkett, tells us that in the 1930s the whole of King Street was an 
area of small shopkeepers. All this changed with the advent of the supermarket and the 
depopulation of the area through slum clearance. 
 
Occasionally and, as I got older, more frequently, I would make my way further along King 
Street to the point where it met Bracondale. On the way I would pass Carrow Bridge, St 
Etheldreda’s Church and the extensive Colman’s factory complex. The weed-covered ruins of 
Carrow Priory – known to us for some reason as Carrow Abbey – could be glanced through 
gaps in the fence. Part of the City wall could be seen coming down the slope, with a large 
circular tower. They were in poor condition, but you could still see the flints sticking out above 
the vegetation and through the all-covering ivy. The remains of the old city wall could be seen 
going off to the left too, with the Boom Towers between which chains would have been hung 
to prevent enemy vessels from getting up the river. In the middle distance was the home of 
Norwich City FC, The Canaries, at Carrow Road. 
 
On one occasion Mr Gell took his two boys and me to Carrow Road to watch the exciting 
spectacle of Kings Lynn taking on Gorleston at the beautiful game. I also went to see The 
Canaries. Should that be the bootiful game? The crowd had a good-natured, almost party 
atmosphere, with none of the menace of later years. It was standing only on the concrete 
terraces, with smaller children being shepherded to the front so they could see the spectacle 
without hindrance. There was shouting, joshing and singing, but no swearing or abusive 
behaviour. 
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Here is a pencil and wash rendering of Old Tower at Carrow(?) With Ships by John Sell 
Cotman – now in the Castle Museum collection. It is hard to believe that this really is a picture 
at Carrow. The river is too wide and the tower too complete to be one of the boom towers. 
But, artistic licence aside, it does give a good impression of the watery landscape round this 
part of Norwich.      
 
I inherited some architectural books from my father; some of these are about Norwich. For 
example, a Report on The City Walls of Norwich published by the Norwich Society in 1964, 
which records a survey that was undertaken as a basis for discussing how best to conserve 
the remains. It is fascinating to read about the pieces of wall that I encountered on my early 
forays along King Street. It describes the east and west boom towers and a length of about 
160 feet of wall linking the latter to King Street. Most of the remains are in pretty poor shape, 
but still rise to 25 feet high in places. Then, the piece that I remember best. The wall rises 150 
feet from King Street up to the Wilderness Tower. The Tower itself is described as small but 
massive, and up to 25 feet high, standing at the base of the steep slope up Carrow Hill. 
 
These fragments are all that now remains in this area of the 2.5-mile circuit of walls, with 40 
towers and numerous entry gates that once surrounded the medieval city. Fragments they 
are, but still impressive for all that.  
 

 
 
I haven’t really mentioned the river. This may be because it was a hidden presence that was 
only really visible from our part of the world when crossing one of the bridges. Nevertheless, 
it was there. The Wensum is not terribly impressive - wide enough to take the small coasters 
that would arrive bearing timber and leave carrying scrap metal. But, for the most part, sluggish 
and grey.  
 

St Etheldreda lies at the south end of 
King Street. A steep tiled roof 
complements Flint walls, and the 
octagonal tower looks strange as it is 
barely higher than the nave. It is now 
looked after by the Norwich Historic 
Churches Trust. 

 

Could this be one of the boom towers? 
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This painting shows timber yards backing on to King Street. The picture appears in 
Davenport’s Norwich, and the authors point out that the scene is the earliest part of Norwich, 
where the Saxon pirates settled on their way up the Wendsome or ‘winding one’. Conesford 
or King’s Ford was close to the highest navigable point of the river. 
 
Beyond the wharves and goods yards lay the impressive dome of Thorpe Station. This is 
where all our long-distance journeys would begin and end. Until the early Sixties, anyone 
entering the station would be faced by a row of snorting steam engines. If I was very lucky we 
would board one of these monsters and travel to London, Fakenham or perhaps to Sleaford – 
usually to visit relatives. 
 
Hard Up Street by Mary Agnes Davey, describes what it was like to grow up in King Street 
between 1919 and 1947. In other words, she finished almost where my own story begins. ‘Gal 
Agnes’, the author, was better known locally for her cookery recipes. Mary worked for many 
years at Colman’s factory, and she describes how “Every morning there would be a stream of 
people coming along King Street and down Carrow Hill to work at Colman’s, and there used 
to be a steam hooter that went off at ten to eight, ten to one, and ten to two. You could hear it 
all over the city, and if the wind was blowing the right way you could even hear it in the country.” 
 
Mary also describes the effects of the bombing. In particular the destruction of Compass Street 
and Cinder Oven Row. “Really, that was the beginning of the end for King Street”, she 
observes. 
 
The War obviously brought about massive changes to the area, but Mary’s description of 
taking baths in front of the fire, doing the washing in the copper and all the various tradesmen 
going about their business, rings true to me.  
 
As soon as we had settled in to number 8, I was escorted along to the local infants school at 
Horn’s Lane. This was a small red brick building with adjoining yard. I must have done 
something educational there, but I can’t for the life of me remember what it was. I do remember 
play sessions with toys that we took along from home. It must have soon been the end of term 
because, following a holiday break, I returned to the school to go up a form. This never 
happened. I reported to my new teacher, who denied all knowledge of me and said I must be 
in the wrong class and to try the junior school down the road. So, down the road I duly went 
and into the entry class. Here exactly the same thing happened, and I was directed to the 
second form. At this point a teacher took pity on me and let me join the class. And this is how 
I came to miss several years of education and to take the 11-Plus at the age of eight. I never 
looked back. 
 
Horns Lane Junior School was another red brick Victorian construction with a small asphalt 
yard and open-air toilets. The classrooms were temporary hut-like structures. I liked school 
and I was very happy there. 
 
Because the school had no playing fields we would be taken weekly by coach to the Secondary 
Modern School at Lakenham. This had a vast array of football fields and cricket pitches that 

Timber-yards At Riverside (Early 1950s) 
by Davenport ( a work colleague of my 
father). 
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we could use. Trips were sometimes made to other schools in the City to take part in displays 
or competitions. 
 
There were really only two kinds of sport - football and cricket. Both games could be played in 
the playground or on the street, as well as at the playing fields at Lakenham on games 
afternoons. Football – or soccer, as it was then called – was played with a heavy leather ball. 
Particularly when wet, this could inflect a painful blow. Heading the ball was no fun at all, and 
could leave you with a mud-covered bruise on the forehead. I quite often volunteered to play 
in goal! The wind whistled across the flat playing fields, frequently driving the rain before it. My 
main memories of childhood football are therefore ones of wet and cold. Cricket, on the other 
hand, I loved.  
 
The only other exercise that was organised were PT sessions in the school playground. This 
involved a series of team activities, in which we wore brightly coloured sashes and the teacher 
shouted and whistled at us. On one occasion the agitated head mistress emerged from her 
study and told us that we were to be inspected. We were put on best behaviour at threat of 
severe repercussions. When the time arrived an elderly woman with the unlikely but 
memorable handle of Erdley Wilmott appeared and put us through our paces at star jumping 
and bunny hopping.  
 
A few school acquaintances have left their mark, generally just close friends or people who 
made an impression – sometimes good, sometimes bad. Marvin Tuffield, for example, stands 
out as a boy who surpassed everyone at any game that he took up. A tall, gangly kid, he would 
sweep down the field and stick the ball in the back of the net, leaving the rest of us standing. 
Anthony Kent made a lasting impression for another reason, One day in the playground he 
came at me with both arms flailing and inflicted a serious blow to my head. I don’t think I had 
done anything to deserve this treatment – he was just a bit of a bully, and well-built to match. 
Spotting my quivering lip, a group of my friends enquired what had happened. When they 
reappeared a few minutes later, it emerged that they had given Anthony a good going over on 
my behalf. 
 
Wendy Edwards I remember for completely different reasons. Now, I was a very shy chap, 
and when faced with the demand to take part in country dancing or similar activities I would 
do my best to hide. At this point, Wendy could be relied on to appear and drag me off into the 
melee.  
 
My closest friends were the Gell brothers – David and Paul – who lived in Norman’s Buildings. 
They would come round to play in our extensive grounds and, from time to time, I would be 
invited round for tea. I remember going there on Halloween one year and playing ‘bob apples’. 
Ah, the simple pleasures! On another occasion Mr Gell tried to introduce us to the delights of 
horse racing through a newly-acquired game of Totopoly. Stephen Foster and Paul Instead 
were also great friends of mine at school, though they lived further away. We often 
congregated at the recreation ground, played cricket, or simply roamed the derelict and vacant 
sites.  
 
I now know that I was a ‘baby boomer’. At the time it just seemed that there were an awful lot 
of children about. At Horn’s Lane I was never in a class of less than 50. And, the children were 
of all abilities from really quite bright to what would now be described as having severe learning 
difficulties. The only way of coping with the situation was to teach in a strict and formal way. 
Pupils were sat in rows, two to a desk, with the best behaved and more intelligent at the back 
and the problematic ones at the front where the teacher could hit them without expending too 
much effort. 
 
Two unfortunate examples were Jimmy Watson and Catherine Cox. They occupied a desk a 
couple of feet in front of the teacher. No matter what he tried, the poor teacher couldn’t get 
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them to master the most basic of reading or mathematical tasks. He would use the matchsticks 
from his smoking kit to try to explain 1+1 or 2+2, but to no avail. And, while his attention was 
so focused talking and fighting would break out further back. To counter this he kept a box of 
hard objects on his desk which he could hurl with astonishing accuracy at the head of any 
offender. 
 
The level of violence that we experienced would astonish most modern parents and teachers. 
Rarely a day went by without being in receipt of a smack somewhere on the head or body. 
Firmer justice included being hit with rulers, sticks and gym shoes. Necks would be squeezed 
and hair pulled. Each of the teachers had their own specialisms. One master liked to roll a 
chunk of hair round his fingers and then administer a sharp tug; one mistress like to hit you on 
the knuckles with the edge of a wooden ruler.  
 
Note the names. English (and Irish) stock. Wayne, Jason and Dean were completely absent; 
Kylie and Kai were as yet unknown. And note too, the complete absence of any foreign-
sounding names. The only non-white people that I had ever seen were the few USAF 
personnel who would come into town in search of fun or drive past my grandfather’s house in 
South Creake on their way to crew the nuclear-armed planes at RAF Sculthorpe. 
 
The schools in this area were mainly Victorian red brick affairs, but the sheer pressure of 
numbers had led to the installation of temporary classrooms. These were of concrete panel 
construction and were heated by a coke-fired pot boiler. From time to time the caretaker would 
appear with a scuttle full of coke, topping them up and prodding them. They were incredibly 
hot and you have to be careful not to touch. If you sat near the boiler it was easy to fall into a 
semi-coma in the combination of heat and carbon monoxide. 
 
If you needed to visit the toilet, it was a good idea to choose the right moment and weather. 
This was because they were locate outside on the edge of the playground, and were open to 
the elements. 
 
Many of the lessons seemed to involve colouring things in. There were books of kings and 
queens or my particular favourite which was countries of the world. Here national stereotypes 
were the order of the day. Australia, for example, was represented by lots of Merino sheep 
and men in stockman’s coats. We also wrote lots of little snippets about what we did at the 
weekend or our favourite pastimes. If the work was deemed to be of high merit it would be 
awarded a gold sticky star and be displayed on the classroom wall. Twice a week we would 
cross the playground to the assembly hall to listen to BBC radio broadcasts on topics such as 
nature study. In craft lessons we would fabricate cane baskets and raffia mats which were 
then taken home for maternal inspection and, hopefully, praise. Apart from the above 
mentioned radio sessions, nature study would involve colouring in lots of animals and plants. 
We watched twigs develop in water-filled jam jars, cress grown on blotting paper and carrot 
tops on saucers. Each day would start with a morning assembly in the main hall. This was a 
quasi-Christian call to good behaviour, with our entry and exit usually accompanied by a 78rpm 
recording of Sheep May Safely Graze played on a wind-up gramophone.  
 
Writing was a particularly hard skill to master, due to the fact that the only implements available 
were pen and ink. The pens comprised a paint brush shaped wooden handle and a steel nib. 
The latter were renewed when damaged, as they frequently were due to their alternative use 
as darts. Each desk had a white china ink well set into its surface, and these had to be topped 
up daily from the supply that was locked in the stationery cupboard. This delicate operation 
could only be performed by a trusted member of the class – the ink monitor. By the end of 
each day we were all covered in blue ink – hands and clothes alike.  
 
It was only really in the last year that I remember doing any real studying. Someone had 
decided that a few of us might be capable of passing the 11 Plus and going to grammar school 
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rather than the secondary modern school. I was one of the selected few, and this entitled me 
to special sessions with the headmistress, Miss Thomas. These sessions would be held in her 
study, with the small group of us gathered round while she fired off mental arithmetic and 
spelling posers. 
  
Miss Thomas was a large, somewhat forbidding spinster. A dedicated teacher of the old 
school. She went to enormous lengths to try to get the best out of her children, and it was 
obviously a proud moment when I passed the 11 Plus and became the first pupil ever to go 
from Horn’s Lane Junior School to the rarefied surroundings of Norwich School. 
 
One thing that stands out in my memory were the annual nativity and/or mystery plays that we 
were trained to act in. My first role, as Joseph, was so stressful that I had a serious accident 
in my trousers. Fortunately, the long black cloak that my mother had made specially for the 
occasion covered up the problem until I was able to leave the stable. 
 
In my final year at the school the teachers took the astonishing step of taking us down to 
London to see the Royal Tournament at Earl’s Court. I say astonishing because, with 
hindsight, it seems rather risky to take a large group of 9-11 year-olds by train and tube on 
such a long journey. It must have been quite a large group because, on the return journey, I 
was put in charge of a coach-full of my fellow pupils. I must have been a right little teacher’s 
pet! Anyway, the Tournament was great, and we had dinner on the train back – it was ox 
tongue and salad. 
 
In the school playground, but especially when just hanging about, telling jokes and stories was 
the order of the day. It was from some of these stories – usually told by an older brother – that 
I obtained my first hint that there was something secret going on between adult men and 
women. Despite the crude references and poorly drawn chalk diagrams, I can honestly say 
that I had no idea what was going on. Mostly we restricted ourselves to smutty chants such 
as “See my finger, see my thumb, see my teacher’s dirty bum” – or its cleaner but more painful 
alternative “See my finger, see my thumb, see my fist and here it come.” There was also 
something about a kangaroo “round behind the dustbins doing a number two”… the essential 
rhyme escapes me. 
 
From a very early age I developed a recognisable Norwich accent. This shares many features 
of the Norfolk accent, but is slightly more sinusitic and has its own vocabulary. From a very 
early age, too, my mother nagged me about my accent. She was convinced that no employer 
would offer me a job unless I could learn to say ‘I’ rather than ‘Oi’. She would tut-tut when she 
heard the other mothers berating their children with phrases like “Shut your gob or oil shut it 
for yer” or “Oil clash you round the lug you little sod.” And she would offer bribes… sweets – 
generally boiled ones in transparent paper wraps – were always kept out of reach in an old 
toffee tin. They were brought out as rewards for good behaviour. 
 
I have a book on my shelves by Jonathon Mardle called Broad Norfolk. In trying to explain the 
Sound of Norfolk he suggests that dialect has three elements – the vocabulary, the 
pronunciation and the turn of phrase. Of these, it is the vocabulary that is fading most rapidly 
– an experience shared with most regional accents and accelerated by modern mobility and 
communications. It would be a great shame if words like to ‘arsle’ (to move backwards) were 
to die out. 
 
There is too an understated local style of humour. You see this in the songs of Allan Smethurst, 

the Singing Postman “Molly Windley, she smokes like a chimley, But she's my little nicotine 
girl.” One tale that I heard has an old farmer inviting the vicar in for a cuppa. It is lashing down 
with rain and a considerable amount of it is dripping through the living room ceiling. “Does it 
always come in like this?” asks the vicar. “Noo. only when it rain”, replies the farmer. Another 
tale has the farmer explaining how windy it has been – “It were blowing such a gale that my 
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old hen laid the same egg three times.” 
 
So, what is left of my old stomping ground? Well, not a lot of detail, but the main structural 
elements are still there – the river, King Street and Ber Street. Historic buildings have been 
retained, notably the churches. And many of the names are familiar. 
 
The site of our house is now occupied by Richard Nash City Centre Showrooms. Yes, the 
scene of my critical early development is now the site of a car showroom. Our house stood 
exactly on this site facing north west. The view from our front windows of the showroom, in 
the photo below,, would have been the same as the view through the front showroom window. 
Our back garden is largely occupied by Nash’s car park, as seen in the second photo. On an 
earlier visit, this was a Lexus dealer. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
This photograph shows Stepping Lane as it now (April 2012) appears, looking down the hill 
towards King Street, with Norman’s Buildings on the left, retaining the original name. To the 
right are the Richard Nash Showrooms. Stepping Lane was the scene of a famous accident 
when I travelled downhill out of control on a home-made go-kart made of old pram wheels and 
miscellaneous bits of wood. A collision with the centrally placed cast iron bollard at the King 
Street end caused irreparable damage to the cart and rather put me off karting. The last 20 
metres of Stepping Lane still survives as a small pedestrian snicket onto King Street, but the 
universal asphalt has replaced the old cobbles and there is no sign of my bollard. 

 

Looking down Stepping Lane as it now 
is. The building on the right stands 
exactly where number 8 Scole’s Green 
once was. 

The car park occupies our garden 
and the workshops that adjoined it. 
The new houses are on the site of 
the old Morgan’s Brewery. 

Our front door would have been where the 
cars are now parked! 
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This photo shows the remaining portion of Stepping Lane as it now (2012) appears from the 
King Street end – not the most edifying of sights it must be said! One of the appreciative locals 
has defaced the wall under the sign with an ugly grafitto.  The building opposite on King Street 
is falling down and has been propped up by scaffolding that has attracted a sea of litter. 
 
It was opposite the bottom of Stepping Lane that my sister’s best friend lived. Valerie 
Spandley’s mother and father ran the corner sweet shop. Located where King Street meets 
Mountergate, the shop window displayed a wide range of sugary goodies in large jars. 
 

 
 
The area is largely unrecognisable. All the houses where my friends Paul and David Gell lived 
have been demolished and replaced by a new version of Norman’s Buildings. The sole 
survivors to the north of our house are the church of St Peter Parmentergate and its 
churchyard that we sometimes explored, together with an old workshop at the end of Norman’s 
Buildings. 
 

The author at the scene (2012) of his 
earlier cart crash (1955). 

Looking up the present day Stepping 
Lane towards the site of Scole’s Green 
and our house. 

The Spandley’s sweet shop on the corner of King 
Street and Mountergate. 
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Only along King Street are some of the buildings still recognisable. Scoles Green itself was 
obliterated and is now occupied by Rouen House, Raleigh Court and Rouen Road. The latter 
being known locally in my day as ‘Ruin Road’. The name of Scoles Green does live on, 
however, as part of the Norman’s Buildings development. 
 

 
 
 

St Peter Parmentergate viewed from the present 
day Norman’s Buildings. 

In the churchyard. 

The name lives on! 
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Plunckett’s photo of St Peter Parmentergate, taken in September 1961, is interesting not only 
because it shows the church tower to perfection, but also because of the heap of rubble in the 
foreground. The latter is all that remains at this date of Norman’s Buildings, and it marks the 
sad end of Scoles Green and my house. 
 
In Davenport’s Norwich by George Nobbs and Hamilton Wood there are one or two paintings 
that illustrate conditions in my area of the City when demolition was sweeping aside many of 
the old views. The book is also of interest to me because Davenport – or Dav, as he was 
generally known – worked at the Art School at the same time as my father. Many were the 
tales of mishap and misdemeanour, frequently involving an excess of alcohol. Dav was what 
is commonly called ‘a character’.  One of my father’s stories had Dave returning home down 
Gas Hill on his trusty bicycle after an extensive drinking session. His brakes failed and he shot 
straight across Riverside Road, colliding with the safety rail and tipping headfirst into the 
Wensum.  
 
The imposing red brick Morgan’s Brewery on King Street, that you could see from our rear 
windows, has gone, but the name lives on in Morgan House on Rouen Road. The Morgan’s 
sign was replaced by a Watney’s one at some point in my memory. This was back in the days 
when Norwich boasted several independent breweries and the world had not yet been overrun 
by Watney’s Red Barrel.  I remember Youngs and Crawshays, Bullards and Steward and 
Pattersons – the latter also known as S&P or Sh*t & P*ss by uncouth local youths. 
 
Rouen Road cuts a swathe across what was once a densely packed area of houses and 
workshops. It serves no obvious purpose. At the southern end stands Normandie Tower, one 
of two tower blocks built by the Corporation. There was a short-lived but heated debate over 
whether it should be called Normandy or Normandie Tower, though I fail to understand why 
as the French for Normandy, as far as I know, is La Normande and for Tower is Tour. 
Completely out of scale and character with the historic core of the City, it is best known to 
people of my generation for its place in a minor scandal. A councillor – I can’t recall his political 
persuasion – suffered a fatal heart attack whilst doing some horizontal jogging with a local tart. 
 
The new headquarters for Eastern Counties Newspapers (now Archant Limited – a publisher 
of newspapers and magazines) occupies the area where Rising Sun Lane used to be. 
 

Demolition rubble marks the spot. 
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In Davenport’s Norwich, the authors point out that this scene is close to the Cattle Market 
where the new offices of Eastern Counties Newspapers was sited. They describe the 
Dickensian nature of the area and how it had become ‘totally unfit for human habitation’. 
 
Of my journey to school little remains.  Paradise Place has gone but Thorn Lane is still there. 
St Julian’s Alley, through which I would take short cuts, is still there with its ancient flint church. 
Horn’s Lane Infant and Junior Schools have long since disappeared. Horn’s Lane is still on 
the map, but not in its original position, which ran down to King’s Street. Once on a visit to 
Norwich I looked for my old school, and the juniors was being used as a car repair garage. A 
further bit of research revealed that the site is still there, now (2012) derelict and overgrown. 
This part of Horns Lane has been renamed Music House Lane, and I am fairly confident that 
the Music House itself is the old school assembly hall. 
 

 
 

 
 
Not far away, Mariner’s Lane survives. The Victorian terraces having been demolished and 
replaced with Council houses in the 1970s. It was near here that my great friend Stephen 
Foster lived.  
 
The Dragon Hall has been preserved and restored to its former glory. In my day nobody had 
recognised it for what it was. All I can remember was a very scruffy pub. The latter was 
apparently a well-frequented knocking shop, but I was too young to have realised what was 
going on. I suppose the continuous stream of men going up and down the stairs could have 
hinted at some untoward activity. But, in those days a stream of men was just that. 

Horn’s Lane Junior School – main 
assembly building – now the Music 
Centre. 

Site of the school classrooms and 
playground. 

Houses Being Demolished In Prospect 
Place (mid 1960s) by Davenport. 
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And what of the modern King Street? When I visited in 2012, I was really quite depressed by 
the state of the area. Starting from its junction with Rose Lane, many of the original red brick 
shops remained, though their businesses were now much less prosaic. Where once were 
butchers and bakers, are now lettings agencies and chiropractors. St Peter Parmentergate is 
still there, looking altogether cleaner and smarter, but now a centre for the martial arts rather 
than for worship. Better that this fine old flint and stone building remains in good care and is 
put to valuable use. A case of not for the chop, but for the chop! The timber-clad buildings 
opposite are very attractive, and in fine weather activity spreads out onto the pavement. 
Unfortunately, so does the parking as, yet again, our inability to control traffic ruins an 
attractive historic environment.  
 
An attempt has been made to infill the gaps on and behind the street with modern housing. 
This is of variable quality. Some of the old ‘yard’ names are preserved, for example at Raven 
Yard, where an arch leads through an attractive brick and half-timbered building. At this point 
we arrive at the junction with Stepping Lane and Mountergate. Bollards prevent the passage 
of through traffic. The junction is marked by a building in an advanced state of decay, 
apparently prevented from collapse by a maze of scaffolding. A large vacant site, presumably 
awaiting the start of construction when the recession eventually recedes, and some rather less 
successful infill follows, until we arrive at St Ann Lane and the magnificent Dragon Hall.  
 
Unfortunately, the money for regeneration must have run out at this point. In 2012 the road 
surface of asphalt compared poorly to that further north, and the graffiti-covered vacant 
windows of the units fronting Old Barge Yard were depressing, while the building directly 
opposite the Hall was an unsightly mess. Then things got even worse. There were empty sites, 
unsightly vehicle engineering works and car repairs all around the junction with Music House 
Lane and Abbey Lane.  
 
Only when you got as far as ABC Wharf did the buildings start again to have some interest 
and structure, but the road and its street furniture were very depressing. There were some 
potentially attractive red brick warehouses and a set of iron gates. A small estate of poorly 
maintained Council houses and a derelict pub brought you out onto the junction with Rouen 
Road. How could things have got this bad? Keeping left on King Street you could see new 
waterside apartments and a footbridge across the Wensum. This must be where part of 
Colman’s factory once stood. Opposite, on Stuart Road, are some of the original terraced 
houses familiar from my childhood. Then you get to the junction where Carrow Road leads 
down to Carrow Bridge.  More modern flats, traffic and vacant sites – this is all unfamiliar 
territory. A glimpse to the left of what remains of the Colman’s factory and to the right of the 
City wall in its tree-clad haven helps orientate me. Then on up the slope to the junction with 
Bracondale, with its greenery and lovely houses and yet more traffic. 
 
The King Street that I knew as a child was in a terrible state of disrepair, blackened and 
damaged by the war and years of coal fires. But, it retained an atmosphere. It was an active 

The present day Dragon Hall. 
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part of the City where people lived and went about their daily business. It is not a good idea 
to over-sentimentalise, and change is inevitable. Some beautiful buildings have been retained 
and restored; there has been some attractive new building; the air is cleaner and the colours 
brighter.  
 
Looking back, I can only wonder at how lucky I was to be brought up in such a place. History 
was all around, a part of everyday life. You hadn’t worked out how it all fitted together or what 
it meant. You just took it for granted and absorbed it as if by osmosis. Even today, after all the 
time that has passed, I can still recite the names of local streets, alleyways and buildings, and 
the memories come flooding back.   

 

THE END 

 

 
John Stevens 
5th January 2021 

 

 
 
 

 


